Voyager 9.1 Release Resolved Issues
Ex Libris Confidential

This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the
Voyager 9.1 release November 2014.
See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com
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Ex Libris Confidential
Summary
Release Notes Comments
Some orders appear on the Open Order Added functionality to acqjob 2 to check Acqjob
Report when they should not
for multiple invoices, and report Invoice
Item Status as "Invoice Pending+" if any
are pending.
Also fixes VYG-5762 and VYG-1436.
Incorrect Invoice Item Status displayed
Fixed by VYG-4654, as it is a different
Acqjob
for line items in Open Orders report
manifestation of the same defect.

Component/s

Key
VYG-4654

VYG-5762

ACQ: able to create a new component
and check in on a completed PO

Add the PO_STATUS to the data
Acquisitions
returned by the GSUBLINEPO
(GetSubLinePO) API, which is called
when the Search or Next button is
clicked on the Subscription Maintenance
dialog. The PO_STATUS will allow the
correct enabling of any of the editing
features on the Subscription
Maintenance dialog.

VYG-4141

acq:unable to change begin/end date of
a fund

The begin and end dates of the fund are Acquisitions
checked when the fund is saved and any
change made to them, if valid, is now
saved.

VYG-4220
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Summary
ACQ:can't limit access to ledgers in
different acq security profiles

Release Notes Comments
Fixed the ledger navigation functionality
to be consistent with the ledger/fund
search functionality.

Component/s
Acquisitions

Key
VYG-4448

This means that only those ledgers which
are valid for the given location, and are
also valid for the locations in the
operator's acq security profile will appear
in the ledger/fund navigation tree. If a
ledger has a location that is not part of
the operator's security profile, then that
ledger will not be part of the ledger
navigation tree.

ACQ:changes made to fund data in
Extended Fund Allocation using the
Remove/Add Fund are not saved
ACQ:overcommit/expend blocks have
incorrect values
ACQ: Price does not appear on line
items for PO created with Bulk import

This fix applies every place where the
ledger navigation tree appears in the acq
client.
This issue cannot be replicated in 9.1.0. Acquisitions
The Ledgers and funds displayed are the
correct ones.
Fixed the code that displays the
Acquisitions
allocation increase amount.
Populate the line item count and subtotal Acquisitions
for the associated PO. Update bulkimport
to put scale (6 decimal point) in the line
item funds percentage entry for the line
item due to the change of feature
allocate fund by fixed amount.
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VYG-4451

VYG-4495
VYG-4597
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Summary
Release Notes Comments
Component/s
ACQ:overcommit warning + override and The APPPO API now returns the
Acquisitions
approve option not working
expected response when the approval of
a PO will surpass the Overcommit
Warning % value set for a fund, but does
not exceed the Overcommit Limit %. The
Acquisitions client now has the
information it needs to present the
warning message and enable the
Override and Approve button. Clicking
the Override and Approve button calls
the APPPO API again, this time with
flags set to override the warning, and so
the PO is approved.
ACQ : Run-time error 5 when creating
new vendor addresses

Adding a new item does not generate a
ranked hold.
ACQ:operator w/o permissions can
override overcommits through Edit
Approved
WebV/Acq: Inconsistent display of next
expected issue
ACQ:can't set component default item
type to blank (to pull from SA setting)

Key
VYG-4717

If the vendor phone number is missing
Acquisitions
when "Save" is clicked, the user will be
asked to provide one and will be placed
into the phone number view; the run-time
error will not occur.
Works correctly in 9.1.
Acquisitions, Cataloging, Circulation

VYG-4810

Permissions must be checked to
enable/disable the Override button.

Acquisitions

VYG-4873

OPAC uses same logic as Acquisitions
to determine the next expected issue.

Acquisitions, WebVoyage

VYG-4893

The user may now reset a default item
type to blank in the component and the
software will then use the item type for
the intended location from the Acq
Policy.

Acquisitions

VYG-5203
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VYG-4841
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Summary
ACQ: Users are able to unreceive line
items on completed Purchase Orders

Release Notes Comments
Component/s
Once a purchase order has been
Acquisitions
completed, the operator is no longer able
to "Unreceive" a copy.
Do not allow editing of the "Number of
Acquisitions, Bulk Import, Cataloging
copies per line item" when creating a
bulkimport profile that entails POs and
multiple MFHDs/Items.
Each item created will have a copy line
item created.

Key
VYG-5306

ACQ: "Receive items" for EDI not
recorded in database

Fixed the code to accurately reflect the
Acquisitions
state of the 'Receive Items' flag in search
and 'Receive a file' results.

VYG-5754

ACQ:"Received Issue: ...previously
marked or claimed."
ACQ: wrong fund displays and saving
can result in data corruption

Calling the correct API fixes this issue.

Acquisitions

VYG-5756

Disable interaction in the client until all
the information has finished loading.

Acquisitions

VYG-5809

ACQ: line item remains in list after add to
invoice
CIRC/CAT: Manually add/remove item
status, statistical categories clears
modify operator, location

Restored code that refreshes the display. Acquisitions

VYG-5960

Ensure operator id and logged in location Acquisitions, Cataloging, Circulation
are included in the item status and
statistical category updates to item
records.
Packaging error in 9.0 - fixed in 9.1.
Analyzer

VYG-6018

EOD: Multiple copies created, but only
one item record

ANA: Error when adding new Event
Transactions query subjects to reports.
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VYG-5640

VYG-5887
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Summary
Batchcat does not return the expected
error code 41

Release Notes Comments
No date was being sent to the server and Batchcat
therefore no validation ever took place.
If the update date (i.e., most recent
action date in the history tables) received
by batchcat does not match the most
recent update date in the database, the
update is rejected with an error code 41.

Component/s

Key
VYG-5824

Bulk Import

VYG-2513

Bulk Import, Cataloging

VYG-4369

If the MARC8 characters are combined Bulk Import, Cataloging
as with an accent and a Greek character,
then do not do an error check on the first
character processed.

VYG-4599

852 Indicator 1 does not set for MFHD's
created using Multiple MFHD Bulk Import
Profiles.
WebAdmin: BulkImport log file not
always attached to email
BULK: Blanks in Orders tab result in
import failure

Use the correct call number hierarchy ID Bulk Import, System Administration
to retrieve the call number type.

VYG-4996

Changed output message in cases
where uuencode was not installed.
Allow NULL options for optional
bulkimport PO order tab field (e.g. note,
instruction type, and vendor reference
number).

Bulk Import, WebAdmin

VYG-5045

Bulk Import

VYG-5101

CAT/BULK: 1-character RDA carrier
crashes

Allow bulkimport to continue if the
software encounters an RDA index
failure.

Bulk Import, Cataloging

VYG-5153

BULK: Import stops when call number
error
bulkimport:mfhd not creating with long
852
BULK: Non-Unicode records containing
Greek characters fail to load.

Increase the temporary buffer size to
hold the call number when creating field
852.
Fixed by the fix to VYG-2513.
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Summary
BULK: Wrong call number pulled with
multiple hierarchies

Release Notes Comments
Component/s
Use the correct call hierarchy number ID Bulk Import
to retrieve the call number.

Key
VYG-5301

Display parent process ID in the bulk
Bulk Import, WebAdmin
import log file.
Bulk Import ignores cutter subfield when Allow cutter not to follow immediately
Bulk Import
the sub-fields for call number and cutter after call number subfield in imported file.
Number are not adjacent
BULK: Multiple bulk imports allowed
The check for multiple processes and
Bulk Import
regardless of -M
whether the -M switch is being used
needed to be outside the check for the
–M option.
BULK: Multiple MFHD rule cannot match Fixed code so that allocated space for
Bulk Import
10-char fund code
fund code matches actual size of fund
code data, especially when retrieving
code from MARC record field. Then
make sure to retrieve (up to) all 10
characters from the MARC field.

VYG-5425

BULK: Update existing MFHDs not
matching for multiple copies

Bulk Import

VYG-5854

Bulk Import, WebAdmin

VYG-5945

BULK: PID mismatch on log file

Bulk Imports from WebAdmin result in
incorrectly named log files
CallSlip:requests writing to the call_slip
table with -1 as patron_db_id value

Allow a user to update previously
uploaded Purchase Order MFHDs as
long as the number of locations and
items match.
Fixed by VYG-5425.

Update the patron_db_id column from -1 Callslip
to 0 for the tables call_slip and
call_slip_archive for local call slip
request.
cat: resequence item records gives "item This is working correctly in 9.1.0.
Cataloging
not found" msg but then resequences
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VYG-5724

VYG-5763

VYG-5850

VYG-4211

VYG-4239
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Summary
CAT: Name/Title Validation using title
nonfiling chars on name

Release Notes Comments
When validating a Bib Heading for
Name/Title searching, do not apply the
non-filing indicator to the normalized
heading.
SysAdmin: 'Use Templated Forms'
"Use Templated Forms" is specific to
inactive in Cat Profiles
Citation Server. It is correct for this to be
unavailable in SysAdmin for non-citation
databases.
Staff subject subdivision index search
Added the single quotes around
fails when subdivision types filter applied subdivision types to stop the query from
failing to execute.
WebVoyage includes "." and "-" for sort Sort the heading table results by the
of subject headings
normalized heading.

CAT: Records printed from cataloging
word wrap incorrectly when Windows
display size is larger
CAT: ELINK_INDEX not updated for
case changes

CALL browse with multiple words opens
index after search string

Barcode display in Cataloging hierarchy
is limited to 14 characters

Cataloging

Component/s

Key
VYG-4299

Cataloging, System Administration

VYG-4572

Cataloging

VYG-4986

Cataloging, WebVoyage

VYG-5530

Tweaked grid settings and resizing so no Cataloging
text is lost.

VYG-5627

Get the elink_id from the existing
Cataloging, Circulation
database record so that the row updater
will have it and use it for the elink_index
update.

VYG-5815

Do not ignore case when comparing an
updated link to a saved link in
elink_index
Added an optional wildchar indicator to
the normalization routine to retrieve the
correct results.

Cataloging, OPAC

Barcode column width adjusted to
Cataloging
accommodate the max barcode length of
30 characters.
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VYG-5924

VYG-6050
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Summary
CAT: Quebec misspelled

Release Notes Comments
Fixed typographical error: Qubec ->
Quebec
CATJOB: Unauthorized headings report, Works correctly in 9.1.
trouble with long headings
GHC:CATJOB 11:Data in tables not
Works correctly in 9.1.
removed when name title auth deleted

Cataloging

Component/s

Key
VYG-6132

Catjob

VYG-4586

Catjob, Global Headings Change

VYG-4762

Only expire an active barcode for patrons Circjob
that meet the patron group and
expiration criteria.
Works correctly in 9.1.
Circulation

VYG-5123

Limit notes edit field to maximum length
of the note field in the database.

Circulation

VYG-4634

Corrected some array boundaries
checking in the client.
Fixed code that resizes the columns.

Circulation

VYG-5087

Circulation

VYG-5753

Changed method of allocating memory
that doesn't offend Windows Server.

Client

VYG-5758

CAT/WebV: Owning Library doesn't
display for Call Number browse

The logic to validate the incoming
locations from the result set has been
corrected to allow for a successful
retrieval of the owning library.

Cataloging, Database, OPAC,
WebVoyage

VYG-4852

DOC: WebVoyage documentation for
Tomcat does not include PSR

The updated documentation will be
reflected in the Voyager 9.1 release of
the WebVoyáge Architecture Overview
and Configuration Models guide.

Documentation, Patron Self Registration

VYG-4618

Cirjob 44 expires all patron barcode
statuses
CIRC/UB/CLUSTERS:patron not
retrieved when barcode is entered in
request window
CIRC: Patron note field character limit
not apparent when adding note
CIRC: Duplicate Patron gives RTE 381
CIRC: Items Available don't show when
Pickup Location longer
Voyager 9.0 clients crash on Windows
servers
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VYG-4607
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Summary
Circjob 44 does not change operator ID

Release Notes Comments
Use -i to pass the operator id in circjob
44.
GDC: unable to sort record result list
Added pass through vacs adapter for
using all sort types in Sort By feature
SORT_RESET API. Confirmed search
results now sortable.
GDC: Data change fails with "Does Not Allow referencing of variables declared in
Equal" condition
the condition, and handle wildcard
indicators for "equals" and "does not
equal" rules.
GDC Deletes All 007 Fields if Any 007
Added multiple occurrence support to
Field Matches Delete Rule
control fields.
GDC: Indicator values must both use or Allow indicators with wildcard and value
not use wildcard
in a "contains" condition.
GDC: fixed fields must have placeholders When an 006 field is added via GDC, it
to update correct field position
will be padded to full fixed length with
blank characters.
GDC: Some strings with Boolean
Rules no longer need an AND between
operators not matched
conditions. This prevents the text
substitution that caused some string
replacements to fail. Existing rules that
were originally saved with AND between
conditions are updated.

Component/s
Circjob, Documentation

Key
VYG-5130

GDC

VYG-5132

GDC

VYG-5144

GDC

VYG-5202

GDC

VYG-5463

GDC

VYG-5808

GDC

VYG-5822

Primo extract does not extract titles of
media items when discharged.

The media scheduler needed to update Media Scheduling, Primo Extract
the item status table when an item
becomes charged or not charged so that
Primo extract can get updated records.

VYG-5893

MS: End time during noon hour with
multiple bookings gives incorrect block

Use 24-hour time in time calculations for Media Scheduling
multiple bookings.

VYG-6138

MS/Circ: Overdue status is applied every Insert new item overdue status if it does
time Mediajob creates an overdue notice not exist. Otherwise update the date.
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Mediajob

VYG-5889
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Summary
Sort By and Limit Search options
disappear after Sort By is used.

WEBV:media equipment form shows in
tomcat even if can't request
webv:Multiple limits and remove post
search filter option not available
WebV: "Select All" check box appears
multiple times for UB patrons with items
from multiple databases

Release Notes Comments
Modified logic in the
SearchResultsAction class to only set the
'nextPage' to callNumberPage if the
indexCode is 'U' and the search is a
browse.
Check media request availability when
doing generic patron requests (no bib)
through WebVoyage.
The "remove filter" option displays for
quick limits with multiple limits.
Moved code outside loop so we only
generate a single "select all". Since we
only need a single renew XML fragment,
that is fixed as well.

WebV: Pick up locations do not use
OPAC Display Name

Pickup locations in Tomcat WebVoyage
request forms will now default to the
OPAC display name if set in Sysadmin.
Pickup locations will revert to location
name if the OPAC display name is not
set.
WebVoyage put quotation marks around Add a {mail.from} property to
"From:" address
webvoyage.properties. If it exists, use
that value as the "From:" address for
email we send. If it does not exist,
continue to construct an address the
same way we have been.
OPAC Search Log table has incorrect
Corrected a problem that caused
Client Type entries
overwriting the search string buffer and
put incorrect data in the client type
buffer.
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OPAC

Component/s

Key
VYG-4433

OPAC

VYG-4531

OPAC

VYG-4587

OPAC

VYG-4601

OPAC

VYG-4609

OPAC

VYG-4615

OPAC

VYG-4757
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Summary
WebV: Circ Block Codes are not all
defined in pageProperties.xml

WebV: mail.subject value doesn't affect
subject line of email

TKEY Searches ending in punctuation
preceded by a space fail in Tomcat
Webvoyage
WEBV: "BookbagMessage1" displays
instead of message set in
webvoyage.properties

WebV: PG blocks don't display in
MyAccount if no display name
WebV: Advanced search ignores
additional search arguments if first
argument contains a boolean word
WEBV: oldest issues display in
descending order
VPRIMO: Multi-threaded extract throws
exception

Release Notes Comments
Added missing block codes so that
generic block message can be replaced
with user configurable message.

Component/s
OPAC

Key
VYG-4769

The code responsible for building form
OPAC
was not looking at the
webvoyage.properties value for
mail.subject. Created a method to first
check and use the value set in the
webvoyage.properties.
If not set, then use the old logic.
Check for and remove punctuation when OPAC
it is a term that is at the end of all of the
search terms.
Fixed server code to use consistent
OPAC, WebVoyage
capitalization so that messageCode
matches webvoyage.properties key.
Added functionality to MyListPage to
check for messageCode and if present,
get text from webvoyage.properties.

VYG-4783

Use patron group name when patron
group display name is null.
Treat Boolean operators AND, OR, NOT
included in the search argument as any
other search argument.
Use the latest issues in descending
order.
Fixed code that generates extract
summary.

OPAC, System Administration,
WebVoyage
OPAC

VYG-5641

OPAC

VYG-5918

Primo Extract

VYG-5574
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VYG-4962

VYG-5542

VYG-5891
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Summary
Voy/Primo: Location information not
extracted when multiple 852 fields

Common fields in NoticeEmail.cfg are
not modifying email content
DPS: Preservation extract not checking
EXISTS_IN_DPS flag
SELF:Renews result in discharged items
for changed patron groups and blocks
SMS Proxy missing parameters for
Simplewire / openmarket.com
SysAdmin: circ policy definition: copied
policies do not save changes
SysAd:can't edit exception date w/ old
calendar after changing to current
Sys Admin crashes when backspacing
AM/PM in Circulation calendars

Unable to renew UB items

WEBV: Item status does not display for
simulsearch and UC

Release Notes Comments
Component/s
Only use the first 852 subfield b as the
Primo Extract, Primo Integration
location to build the availability record for
Primo extract.

Key
VYG-5599

Fixed by VYG-4896.

Reporter

VYG-5213

Works correctly in 9.1.0.

Rosetta Extract

VYG-5538

Selfcheck functionality now matches
Circulation client functionality in the
scenario described in this issue.
New package fixed the problem.

Selfcheck

VYG-5299

SMS Gateway

VYG-5500

Allow copying to existing Circulation
System Administration
policy matrix if the user selects to
override the warning.
Ensure that the "Exception Date" field is System Administration
not flagged as read-only during editing of
an existing exception.
Disable use of the Backspace key in the System Administration
Open Time and Close Time fields by
substituting "cursor left". The operator
can still type over any existing data or
use the cursor up/down keys to change
the AM/PM setting.

VYG-4195

Optional UB indication parameter for
renew XML over HTTP API is passed to
renew a UB item not at the patron's
home.
Works correctly in 9.1.0.

Universal Borrowing

VYG-5949

Universal Borrowing, Universal Catalog,
WebVoyage

VYG-5475
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VYG-4208

VYG-5326
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Summary
Primo extract from voyager generates
logging errors
WebV: Duplicate renewals via OPAC

Release Notes Comments
Logging configuration changed.

Remove duplicate item parameters from
vwebv.
WebV: Re-sort keeps previous sort order Changed the way bib ids are stored and
for recurring records when print/email
used in conjunction with the search
results and print/email so that records
are printed in the order in which they
were selected.
API: Patron XML help text needs
Help text has been updated to no longer
updated URL
point to EL Commons.
Z39.50 only binds to one IP
Updated a configuration file.
address/hostname in Voyager 9
Incoming Z3950 connection shows
Use a new method to get the host IP
0.0.0.0 source IP address.
address that complies with the IPV4/IPV6
standards.
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Component/s
Primo Extract, Various

Key
VYG-4635

VXWS, WebVoyage

VYG-5460

WebVoyage

VYG-5883

XML Patron Update

VYG-5958

Z39.50

VYG-5730

Z39.50

VYG-5858

